NMDA receptor modification during graded hypoxia in the cerebral cortex of newborn piglets.
Previous studies have shown that the cerebral N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor is altered during hypoxia in newborn piglets. The present study tests whether modification of the glutamate and ion channel sites of the NMDA receptor correlates with the progressive decrease in cerebral energy metabolism induced by hypoxia. Degrees of cerebral hypoxia were attained by exposure of ventilated piglets to decreased oxygen at different concentrations and confirmed by tissue phosphocreatine levels. During graded hypoxia, the number of glutamate sites decreased, the affinity of the ion channel site increased, the inhibition by Zn(2+) increased, the activation by glutamate increased, and the activation by glycine decreased. Therefore, modification of the NMDA receptor correlates with the energy state of the tissue. Alterations in receptor phosphorylation may gradually modify the NMDA receptor and may be initiated by subtle decreases in tissue oxygenation in the newborn brain.